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of'b:e field \vas almost totally excluded because .j-,,,: time 
[or cstahl1shmci-,t oi pol.:aization was considerably longer 
than the hi1-f~'pe,:od of the applied VOltage. 

The figur..: ,i1~s the amplitudes of (WO TSC mJx imJ 
for one crysta: 2.S a ~tiol1 of the amplitude of ;:hc 
a )l)li~d alrernJ;:ing voltag" In the absence of a tra:-:s\-.:~se 
field tWO maxi na were founa---.az - 250 and - 230'C 
(there were no other maxima rigfi:t-... p to +50'C), which 
correspond to the level depths of ~ 0.O~1d 0.0'75 cV. 
respectively. A strong dependence of the 'I:~ rr.aXlma 
on the amplitude of the applied/voltage was o;)s«.ved . 

of the field on the levels (tunnel effect from the levels 
tu a band, impact ionization) and the quantitatj ve' char-. 
acteristics of this rr:echanism. For this purp,o~ it is 
n.::cessary to study the dependence 1m (,?Yclnd 1m(l!.t) 
to~ether with the Idnetics of phOto5Pnductivity at low 
tc:mp.::ratures , and to determin7 ifrom the TSC curves in 
the absence of a field) tJ~rapping level parameters. 

The aurhors thank cademician of the Ukrainian 
Academy of Scien s V. E. Lashkarev for his interest and 
valuable criti 
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Up to now polymorphic transformations und.::r t.l':: 

effeci: of pressure have been observed in the case of 
pot.lssiu:-:. and rubiGium halides. An x-ray analysis oi 
:lor w;:;, made by Ja cobs [IJ, that of RbCI by Vereshchagin 
:.ne; :CJ:>lkina [2J • .:::.! that of KI byJamieson{3] . In all 
cases :: was ShOWI1 that the phase which has the NaCI 
type st.mcture under normal conditions acquires the CsCI 
type suucture under the effect of high pressure. 

We ;-I.lVC observed an analogous transformation in 
the CuS':': v. (l;aCI under a pressure of about 1.8' 104 kg/cm2. 
X-ra), pho;:ogra?hs (see figure) obt.:..ined by the method 
described earlier ~ 4J show eight clearly visible lines be-

longing to the new phase. Indexing showed that the high
pressure phase of NaCl has a CsCl type structure With a 
lattice constant of .10 = 3.39:1: 0.06 A at atmospheric 
pressure (see ta ble). 

T~e density of the ne\.". phase is Po = 2.535 gf cms; 
the jump in the speCific volume occurring as the result 
of the transformation is l!. V = 14.20/0. 

If we folIo,.". Gol'dshmidt's conclusion [5) that the 
trz.nsfo;mation is accompanied by a change in the co
ordination number from 6 to 8, which leads to a 30/0 in
crease in the distance between the diffe.ent kinds of 
atoms, we can calculate the lattice constant of the new 
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